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Abstract. ETL is Extract-Transform-Load, which cleans, transforms, and integrates data according to uniform rules. At 
present, most of the methods for constructing ETL transformation function adopt a graphical representation method and 
lack precise semantic representation, which cause the computer to not automatically generate ETL process code. This 
paper proposes a modeling method of ETL transformation function based on model transformation. According to the 
model transformation idea in Model-Driven Architecture, Combining the semantics of relational metamodel which are 
accurately represented by the description logic SHIQ with the relational algebra representation method, to model the ETL 
transformation function from the relational schema data source to the multidimensional data warehouse. This method is 
of great significance for automatic code generation and improvement of ETL development efficiency. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the continuous development of data mining technology, Data Warehouse (DW) can effectively collect and 
transfer data scattered in different places into a unified data storage environment, which allows decentralized and 
inconsistent operational data to be efficiently translated into the required information. The Extract-Transformation-
Load (ETL) process is the core of the business integration process and Data Warehouse (DW). It integrates by 
uniform rules and can improve the consistency and standardization of data1. DW is a collection of comprehensive 
topic databases chosen to support decision making2. Building a data warehouse involves the process of combining 
various forms of data, and provides a unified view of the data, and extracts data from different data sources and 
eliminate unwanted data3. Typically, the DW system consists of data source layer, ETL layer, storage layer for 
storage integration and aggregated data4. 

Although the ETL process plays an important role in building and maintaining a data warehouse system, a 
standard model is lacking to represent the ETL process, which causes the ETL process to be designed, developed, 
and deployed every time the ETL process is implemented. It spends a lot of energy on the ETL team. In the 
literature 5and 6, four methods for constructing the ETL process are highlighted, they are Graphics-based ETL 
construction method, UML-based ETL construction method, Ontology-based ETL construction method and BPMN-
based ETL construction method. After summarizing the above methods for constructing ETL processes, it was 
found that most of the ETL transformation functions are represented graphically. There are many limitations in this 
approach, which is inconvenient for ETL designers and developers to communicate, and it is not easy to implement 
code generation for the ETL process. 

In order to solve the above problem, this paper proposes a model transformation method based on the ETL 
transformation function. ETL based on model transformation is to transfer the structured data sources and 
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unstructured data sources into data warehouses. This paper mainly studies the ETL transformation process from the 
data source described by the relational data model to the data warehouse described by the multidimensional data 
model. In order to accurately represent the semantics of the model, this paper represents relational data metamodel 
in a formal way. After getting the semantics of the model, the transform function rules and data mapping rules for 
defining ETL processes in conjunction with relational algebraic expressions. This approach helps ETL designers 
better design and develop ETL processes and makes ETL design process easy to build and maintain. 

 BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

MDA 

The MDA (Model Driven Architecture) is an innovation of MDE (Model Driven Engineering). It uses UML as a 
modeling language and using OCL (Object Constraint Language) and Query/View/Transform as a model 
transformation language7. 

The core idea of MDA is model transformation. The model transformation needs to define a series of 
transformation rules. The rules guide the source model transfer to the target model. The source model and the target 
model may not belong to the same meta-modeling level, and different model description languages may be used8. 

MDA specifies the method of representing model that use metamodel to describe the model. The metamodel 
does not have explicit grammar and symbols. It is an abstract language that describes different types of data. In the 
MOF four-layer structure9, the metamodel corresponds to the M2 meta-model layer, and the meta-model contains 
the meta-elements used to construct the model. In MOF, the transition between models that occurs on the M1 model 
layer is essentially the mapping activity that occurs in the M2 model layer, that is, the mapping activity between the 
elements describing the source model and the elements describing the target model. Among them, the source meta-
model describing the source model is mapped to the target meta-model describing the target model, the source meta-
element is described to describe the target meta element, and the source meta-attribute is converted to describe the 
target meta-attribute. 

THE CONCEPT OF ETL 

It is known from the literature6, ETL scenario consists of extract data, transformation data, and load data. ETL 
data extraction is responsible for extracting data from different data source systems. Each data source has its own 
unique set of characteristics that need to be managed in order to effectively extract data from the ETL process. 

ETL transformation data often performs a series of clean and validation of the input data, the purpose is to obtain 
correct and complete data. This process includes data cleansing, transformation and integration. It defines the 
granularity of the fact table, dimension tables, DW patterns, derived facts, slowly changing dimensions, and fact 
tables without facts. 

ETL loading loads the transformation data into the target multidimensional structure, it includes loading 
dimension table and loading fact table. Dimension is specific angle of observation data and it is a type of attribute 
when considering a problem. The set of attributes constitute a dimension. The fact is the central theme of the 
multidimensional data model and it is composed of metrics. Metric is indicator of interest to decision makers and it 
is generally a quantization value of numerical value type. 

DESCRIPTION LOGIC 

Formalization methods include a variety of languages and technologies. Description Logic is a formalization 
language used to represent knowledge. It is often used to represent conceptual and conceptual hierarchie [11] and 
has deterministic reasoning capabilities10. In order to balance the expressiveness and complexity, this paper uses the 
SHIQ language in the SH family [12]. Besides the basic description logic function, it can also express quantitative 
restrictions, inverses, inclusions, and transitive relationships between relationships. 

The Description Logic consists of Concepts, Roles, and Individuals. The set of individuals that satisfy a 
particular attribute is called a concept, and the binary relationship between concepts is called a role. There is an 

interpretation function  : Δ ,.I II   11 in the Description Logic, where ΔI  denotes a non-empty interpretation 
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domain, and .I  denotes a functional interpretation domain. The semantics of the constructs and constructors in the 

Description Logic are represented by the interpretation function I mapping to set theory. 
The knowledge base of Description Logic is composed of multiple Description Logic assertions. These 

assertions can be divided into two categories, namely, the Terminological Box (T Box) and the Assertion Box (A 
Box). Among them, TBox defines intrinsic knowledge, its basic form is to define the concept. 

BUILDING ETL TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS 

During the ETL transformation process, each ETL task can be configured through a custom function to achieve 
the design goals. Transformation functions are used to solve data coordination problems to ensure that the system 
can handle common and common data conflicts. Transformation functions generally fall into four categories: entity 
transformation functions, attribute transformation functions, user-defined functions, and structured transformation 
functions. 

Entity Transformation functions can be used for data source tables, and attribute transformation functions can be 
used for data source attribute operations. A user-defined function is a function that can be added to the creator of an 
ETL scene. A structured transformation function is a function that can be used to convert unstructured (semi-
structured and unstructured) data sources. It can convert semi-structured and unstructured data sources into 
structured data sources. The data sources discussed in this article are structured data sources and do not require 
discussion of structured transformation functions. The user-defined function can be extended to the entity 
transformation function according to a specific ETL scenario and can also be customized for the attribute 
transformation function. 

Formalization of Relational Metamodels  

The relational metamodel is the largest metamodel in the Common Warehouse Metamodel12 standard document. 
The CWM uses the package structure. Therefore, the elements in the relational metamodel must be able to reference 
to the object package and the core package. The relational metamodel describes metadata in the relational database, 
and also describes the interrelationships between meta elements. The relational metamodel has 24 meta element, 
which also depend on 44 meta element in other packages. In order to facilitate its presentation, this paper mainly 
describes the relational tables, columns, data types, and other elements of the relational metamodel in the CWM 
standard document, as shown in FIGURE 1. 
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FIGURE 1. Table, Column and SQLData Type 
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There is a combination association between the meta element ColumnSet and the meta element Column, which 
means that the object instance of a ColumnSet is a combination of one or more Column object instances. The 
ColumnSet is the owner of the Column and the collection of the column is at least Composed of one column. The 
above description logic is expressed as: 

 
 0 .ColumnSet feature Column                                             (1)
 

The first-order logical representation of its corresponding semantics is: 
 

    Δ Δ , 1I I I I IColumnSet x y x y feature y Column      #∣ ∣           (2)

 
There is a binary association between the meta element Column and the meta element SQLData Type, indicating 

that an object instance of a Column corresponds to an instance of an SQLData Type object, indicating that the data 
value of one column is bound to a corresponding data type. The above description logic is expressed as: 

 
 1 .Column type SQLDataType                                              (3)

 
The first-order logical representation of its corresponding semantics is: 
 

    Δ Δ , 1I I I I IColumn x y x y type y SQLDataType      #∣ ∣        (4)

There is a combination association between a meta element ColumnSet and a meta element Column, there is a 
binary association between the meta element Column and the meta element SQLData Type, and a combination 
association between the meta element ColumnSet and the meta element SQLData Type can be deduced, indicating 
that the data value of a column is specified a corresponding data type. The above description logic is expressed as: 

 
 .ColumnSet Column SQLDataType                               (5)

 
The first-order logical representation of its corresponding semantics is: 
 

   Δ ,I I I IColumnSet x y x y Column y SQLDataType     ∣        (6)

 
At the same time, there can also be a combination association between the meta element Table and the meta 

element SQLData Type, indicating that a column contained in a table is assigned a corresponding data type. Its 
description logic is expressed as: 

 
 .Table Column SQLDataType                                     (7)

 
The first-order logical representation of its corresponding semantics is: 
 

   Δ ,I I I ITable x y x y Column y SQLDataType     ∣          (8)

Entity Transformation Functions 

In the process of transformation between relational schemas, the mapping between the source schema and the 
target schema is accomplished through the entity mapping between the target schema and the entity schema in the 
source schema. Implementing a schema layer to generate a data map is a function that completes entity matching by 
defining a set of operations. 

According to the formal representation of the relational metamodel in the previous section, the relationships 
between entities, attributes, and entities and attributes in the model layer M1 are explained. 
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Entity: Relationships R1..., Rn and I are represented as tables in the relational data schema and are instances of 

the meta element Table in the relational metamodel. They are described as  nTable R  and  Table I   using 

description logic. 
Attribute: attribute C1..., Ci..., Cj..., Cn represent columns in the relational data pattern and are instances of the 

meta element Column in the relational metamodel, and are described by the description logic as  nColumn C  

Relationship between entities and attributes: In the relational metamodel, the meta element Table obtains the 
combination relationship with the meta element Column through layer-level inheritance relations. According to 

description logic formula 7, the attribute set  1 2, ,..., nC C C contained in relation R is represented as 

 1 2, ,..., nR C C C .  2, ,...,i jC C C is a subset of  1 2, ,..., nC C C . 

Three types of algebraic operators are required pattern matching and data Transformation involved in the ETL 
transformation process: vertical operators, horizontal operators, operators that extend the instance for the target 
entity. 

The first type of vertical operations includes Project, Join, and Rename operators. 

Project.  ,...,Π
i jC CI R The projection operation is to use the entity R's Ci..., Cj attributes and R to generate 

the same entity I, where  2, ,...,i jC C C  is the subset of properties owned by entity  1 2, ,..., nR C C C . 

Join.  1 2 PI R R The join operation is to generate a mode entity I that has all the non-connection attributes 

and connection attributes of the relationship R1 and R2. The P connection condition uses the attributes of the 
relationship R1 and R2. When P is true, R1 and R2 are Cartesian products. 

Rename.   '


C C
I ρ R The rename operation is to generate an entity I that contains all the attributes of the 

entity R, and the name of the attribute C in the entity R is changed to 'C . Assume that  1, ,..., nR C C C ) changes 

the attribute name C in R to 'C . 
The second type of horizontal operations includes the Select, Union, Difference, and Deduplication operators 

Select.   PI σ R  The selection operation is to select the tuple or row satisfying the condition P from R. P 

represents a conditional expression that can be composed of variables, constants, and logical operators 

Union. 1 2I R R∪  The union operation is a union of all tuples of R1 and R2 to generate an entity, where R1 and 

R2 are two jointly compatible entities. 
 

  1 2 1 2R R t t R t R  ∪ ∣ ∨                                                       (9)

 

Difference. 1 2 I R R  The difference operation requires that the attribute sets of R1 and R2 are the same, and 

the generated entity I contains only the instance of R1 and does not include the instance type of R2. 

 

  1 2 1 2R R t t R t R   ∣ ∨                                                     (10)

 

ED.  I ED R The deduplication is eliminated the repeated tuples in the entity R to generate an entity I. 

Entity I cannot contain two identical tuples. 

Attribute Transformation Functions 

The matching of entities is accompanied by the matching of attributes between entities. In order to implement the 
mapping between entities, a set of operations is defined to complete the matching of attributes. 

The mapping between attributes can also be classified using cardinality. The mapping between entities is 
represented by the mapping between attributes. To complete the mapping of the specified attribute, it is necessary to 
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complete the mapping between the attributes of the specified source entity and the attributes of the corresponding 
target entity. Cj represents the attribute of the target entity D, Ci represents the attribute of the source entity S, and 
the specific expression form is as follows: 

 

  . , .i jMapAttribute S C D C                                                    (11)

 
The transformation between the source entity and the target entity must have the transformation between the 

attributes of the source entity and the attributes of the target entity. The transformation between attributes is included 
in the transformation of entity, which is a sufficient condition for entity transformation. 

The transformation function of attributes can be classified according to unary operators and multivariate 
operators: unary operators are the operators that contain only one attribute value (for example, to String (), to 
Numeric (), etc.); multivariate operators contain at least two attribute values (for example, +, *, /, etc.). In 
multivariate operators, if the involved attributes are from the same entity, they are called ordinary multivariate 
operations; if the involved attributes are from multiple different multiple entities, they are called multivariate 
operations of set. 

The unary operation performs transformation task. When two attributes are mapped to each other, the unary 
operation is required, but the two attributes come from different entities or domains. The expression for defining the 
transformation function of unary operation is as follows: 

 

  1 .Operator S C                                                              (12)

 
The transformation of data type is the transformation of one data type to another data type, which is based on 

different transformations of data type functions, such as "toString". The "toString(S.C)" changes the data type of the 
column in the data source, transforming the column's data type to a string data type, such as "toNumeric". The 
"toNumeric(S.C)" changes the data type of the column in the data source, transforming the column's data type to a 
numeric type. 

Ordinary multivariate operation performs transformation task. It contains a mapping between multiple attributes. 
The expression for defining the transformation function of ordinary multivariate operation is as follows: 

 

  1 1. , . ,..., .nOperatorN S C S C S C                                                  (13)

 
The split of columns and the merging of columns are a pair of opposite operations, which are the most basic 

operations in the transformation operations of attributes. 

Column Split.  1 2. , . , . ,..., . nSplit S C D C D C D C The operations of the split of columns is to split the contents 

of a single column into multiple output columns. C represents a column in the source entity, C1, C2, ..., Cn represent 
the mapped column in the target entity. 

Column Merger.  1 2. , . ,..., . , .nMerger S C S C S C D C  The operations of the merging of columns is to 

combine the contents of multiple columns of different entities or the same entity into one output column. C 
represents the columns in the target entity that are output after merging, and C1, C2, ..., Cn represent columns that 
need to be merged in the source entity. 

SUMMARY 

First of all, this paper introduces the concept of ETL and the existing methods of constructing ETL process to 
represent the ETL transformation function. The relational data meta-model provided in the CWM public warehouse 
meta-model was studied, and the description logic language SHIQ was used to precisely represent the semantics of 
the tables, columns, and data types provided by the relational data meta-model. This paper introduces the idea of 
model and model transformation in MDA and uses MDA to represent the model. It uses relational data metamodel 
to describe the relational data source in the ETL transformation process. Using the idea of model transformation in 
MDA, the semantics of the relational data metamodel are described using description logic to define the rules of the 
transfer function of the ETL process, and the ETL transformation function is divided into entity transfer function 
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and attribute transfer function. The two transformation functions are described. In the future work, the ETL 
transformation function can be used to directly generate SQL code and automatically generate the ETL process code. 
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